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We report an intensive care patient who was given excessive amounts of antithrombin concentrate in response to spuriously
low antithrombin activity measurements and was then treated with plasmapheresis (therapeutic plasma exchange or TPE) to
remove the excess.

1. Introduction

Antithrombin (AT) is a key physiological inhibitor of coag-
ulation in vivo [1]. AT prevents the expansion and forma-
tion of clots [2]. AT inactivates thrombin, plasmin, and
other serine proteases [1]. The effect of AT is increased
approximately 1000-fold in the presence of heparin [3].
Recombinant or human AT is approved for the treatment
and prevention of thromboembolism in those with heredi-
tary AT deficiency [4, 5]. Human AT has an in vivo half-
life of approximately 2.5-3.8 days, a molecular weight of
about 58,000 kDa, and a high bioavailability in the plasma
[4, 6]. There appears to be no literature on the acute removal
of extremely high levels of AT.

2. Case Presentation

2.1. Patient Data. A 63-year-old female was admitted with
acute liver failure of unknown etiology complicated by
stage III acute kidney injury due to presumed hepatorenal
syndrome. Her clinical status was complicated by toxic/-
metabolic encephalopathy, coagulopathy, and massive gas-
trointestinal bleeding with nadir hemoglobin of 4.4 g/dL.
She received an orthotopic liver transplant.

The patient received heparin on three different days.
According to our best reading of the intraoperative records,
she received 3,000-13,000 units during the transplant. She
also received 10,000 units on postoperative day 2 and 5,000
units of heparin on postoperative day 3. The patient received
2.2mL alteplase on postoperative day 2. The patient also
received aspirin in the postoperative period. AT levels were
ordered starting postoperative day 0 right after surgery
because there was hepatic artery mismatch between the
patient and the donor, which raised a concern for an
increased risk of hepatic artery thrombosis [7, 8].

The AT activity was initially 26-29%. She received anti-
thrombin factor replacement (using GRIFOLS THROM-
BATE III) on postoperative day 1. After factor replacement,
AT levels were reported as being below the lower limit of
detection for the assay (<20%). She then received additional
doses of AT factor replacement. In total, she received approx-
imately 30,000 total units of AT factor replacement from
postoperative day 1 to 2. It was discovered that the reported
AT activity levels post replacement were spuriously low (for
more details, see Details of Antithrombin Test Results).

The corrected AT values were higher than the upper limit
of detection for the assay (>150%). During the AT replace-
ment period, the patient was intubated and exhibited altered
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mental status even during periods when sedation was discon-
tinued. As a consequence, our assessment of her symptoms
was limited. For example, we could not assess if she experi-
enced dizziness, chest pain, bowel fullness, chills, cramps,
dysgeusia, dyspnea, or nausea. She could open her eyes at
times but did not follow commands. There was some oozing
from her abdominal incision in the early postoperative
period, some passage of dark red blood per rectum postoper-
atively, and oozing at postpuncture sites. There was no report
of hematuria, hemarthrosis, hives, or film over the eye.

The transfusion medicine service was consulted on post-
operative day 3 to see if TPE could be performed to remove
excess AT, given its half-life of 2.5-3.8 days and concern of
a possible increased bleeding risk in some patient popula-
tions with high AT levels [9, 10]. At that time, the patient
was thrombocytopenic, had elevated blood urea nitrogen,
and had received 5,000 units of heparin earlier that day.

Removal of AT via hemodialysis was not possible due
to AT’s large size. Since AT has high bioavailability in
plasma, TPE was a rational method for its acute removal.
To replenish other coagulation factors, plasma was used as
replacement fluid in a 1-volume exchange via automated
centrifugal plasmapheresis. Briefly, plasmapheresis involves
the transporting of a small volume of whole blood from the
patient into a machine, the separation of the whole blood
via density into plasma and cells, and the simultaneous
removal of plasma and infusion of a replacement fluid.

The postexchange AT level was 125% and within the nor-
mal range of 83-128%. Subsequent levels were slightly ele-
vated then tapered down into the normal range. A few days
after plasmapheresis, she developed bloody stools secondary
to a rectal ulcer bleed. She ultimately went to the operating
room for oversewing of her bleeding rectal ulcer. Other
complications that occurred after the liver transplant
included continued altered mental status thought to be
caused by metabolic encephalopathy, critical illness neuro-
myopathy, and respiratory failure necessitating a tracheos-
tomy. Her altered mental status improved during the
course of the hospitalization, and she underwent tracheos-
tomy decannulation once her respiratory status stabilized.
The patient’s overall clinical status improved, and she was
discharged to a rehabilitation facility.

2.2. Details of Antithrombin Test Results. All antithrombin
levels were measured using the liquid antithrombin auto-
mated chromogenic assay by Hemosil. Initially low, but cor-
rect, AT levels (26-29%) prompted administration of AT
factor replacement. After the administration of AT, six sam-
ples were reported as “failed” by the ACL TOP 700 CTS ana-
lyzer (Instrumentation Laboratory). These measurements
were taken from postoperative day 1 through postoperative
day 3. Laboratory personnel, unaware that the patient was
receiving AT factor replacement, mistakenly interpreted
these as representing levels below the limit of detection. But
in fact, the levels were above the analyzer’s detection. Once
the error was discovered, the samples were diluted with
Hemosil Factor Diluent (1 : 5 dilution) and rerun for three
of the six spuriously low measurements. The three corrected
values were determined to be 170%, 400%, and 485%. The

other three spuriously low values could not be rerun because
of sample stability issues (these samples were not frozen).
Antigen levels were not checked by the laboratory.

3. Discussion

3.1. Antithrombin Laboratory Error. The chromogenic assay
to measure AT activity depends on a linear relationship
between the reporter signal and time (personal communica-
tion with Instrumentation Laboratory). The assay is linear
only from 10 to 150% [11]. For values outside this range,
the instrument reports a “failure.”Dilution of samples as dis-
cussed above is required to give accurate measurements
when the failure is due to an activity that is above the upper
limit of detection.

3.2. Plasmapheresis Treatment. Since there was no known
precedent for using plasmapheresis to remove AT, there
was some uncertainty about whether the procedure was indi-
cated. There was no clear evidence that high antithrombin
levels increase bleeding risk in the absence of heparin therapy
or that there is any other reason to treat high levels of AT.
The decision to treat in this case was based on the following
considerations. First, the patient had some concerning risk
factors for bleeding including thrombocytopenia, an elevated
blood urea nitrogen, a recent massive gastrointestinal bleed a
few days prior, some bleeding in the postoperative period,
just had a liver transplant, and received heparin the same
day transfusion medicine was contacted about performing
plasmapheresis. Second, there are articles that report that
high-dose AT treatment may be associated with an increased
risk of bleeding in some patient populations [9, 10]. Thus,
TPE was performed, and the AT activity decreased.

4. Conclusion

We report the first case to our knowledge of treating AT
excess using TPE. TPE may be a valuable tool for the removal
of molecules with these characteristics: a long half-life, a high
plasma bioavailability, and a size that is too large for removal
by dialysis. The three main points of this report are the
following: (1) spuriously low AT results, if unrecognized
and unresolved by the laboratory, may lead to unnecessary
AT factor replacement and a possible bleeding tendency;
(2) a specimen that causes a “failed” run on an AT chro-
mogenic assay may be resolved by diluting and running it
again; and (3) plasmapheresis should be considered for the
treatment of AT excess.
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